Design your own whistle project
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Analysis
The data:

(In an echoey room, the standard
whistle reached an amazing 111
decibels but I decided not to count
it since it was too dependent on
another factor!)

The prototypes:

The Prototypes(Closer look):

Fox Whistle

Normal Whistle

Flat Whistle
(X2
reprint)

Based off data...
The normal whistle was the loudest and the only working
whistle out of the 3 + 1 additional prototypes that I
created. Due to the fact that it was the loudest and the
only one working, I decided to work off of what I had as my
best.(It was also pretty loud too)

Define Criteria:
Q1: How do you want your whistle to differ from the example whistle in regards to its size, shape, and design?
A1: I wanted it to differ with its size and shape mainly, due to the fact that a smaller size increases
frequency and pitch, and due to the challenges I could learn about making the whistle different, and the
mechanics of how each whistle might work.
Q2: How do you want your whistle to differ from the example whistle with regards to its pitch? What changes
could you make to the design to try to achieve this.
A2: I wanted to make it more high pitch due to the fact that higher pitches are more annoying and attract more
attention, which is one of the reasons whistles are used in different ways. The way I can/did achieve this by
making the whistle smaller.
Q3: How do you want your whistle to differ from the example with regards to its amplitude? What changes could
you make to the design to try and achieve this?
A3: I wanted to increase the amplitude obviously, due to the fact that the whistle will be louder. The louder
and more high pitched(Obviously there is a limit to it) I did this by making the openings smaller/thinner making
less air go in, but at a different compression.

Section Drawings:
Modified:

Old:

*As you can see, the whistles look very similar, But there is some small but crucial changes. The new and
improved opening is smaller to pressurize air more, as well as the marrel opening. The whistle is slightly
smaller to increase pitch even more to make it more attention attracting.(I plan resize it more using cura) (More
in refinements)

Refinements:
Modified:

Sharper and smaller splitting
opening: To help with forcing air
to split by making it sharper,
causing an increase in volume and
pitch.

Smaller and thinner barrel
opening: To compress air better
and to force it more.
Old:

Shorter/overall smaller whistle:
To increase pitch and to reduce
time for air to get to the
chamber.(Additional resizing can
be done in Cura)

Problems encountered:
Understanding Fusion 360: Of course, I'm entirely new to all the features fusion 360 holds
for possible printing, so I did have some problems with extrusions, plains and angles. As
my learning increases in fusion 360, the quality of my prints will too.
Failed Designs: While yes, its entire possible for a design to fail, some of my designs
looked like they should have worked, so I encountered problems there and tried to fix them
manually even. Eventually I stumbled upon a design that worked
Improving the final design: I was willing to improve the whistle more, but sometimes I
encountered that there was little to improve in it. So I made little changes that could
possibly Increase the whistle

Credits: Me, I
screenshotted it from
the application

Final result:
The design a whistle project was an interesting one, and I actually learned a lot about not
only 3D printing, but whistle physics as well.

Standard whistle:
Max DB: 75
(111 unofficial)
Max Freq: 2540
Result: Success

Fox whistle:
Max DB: 0
Max Freq: 0
Result: Failure

Flat whistle:
Max DB: 0
Max Freq: 0
Result: Failure

